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Methodology 
  

The methodology used in determining what issues affect the WYRD-FM listening area is a 

combination of interview, telephone, and personal contact with:  

  

  

1. The listening public (daily concerns)  

  

2. Government leaders and public officials  

  

3. Community leaders of the Upstate (volunteer and non-profit agencies)  

  

4. Upstate business leaders  

  

5. Area educators  

  

 

Public Affairs programming aired by WYRD-FM is designed to address the needs, concerns, 

problems and issues of the aforementioned individuals.  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  



 

ISSUES AND CONCERNS 
2nd Quarter 2019 

  

  
 Public Trust in Media 

 Civil Unrest 

 Education Performance  

 High Taxation  

 Local Elections 

 National Elections 

 Health 

 Job Training  

 Illegal Immigration  

 National Security 

 Morality  

 Unemployment  

 Race Relations 

 Crime  

 Safe Driving  

 Tax appropriation  

 Government Corruption 

 Rule of Law 

 Law Enforcement 

 Gang Activity 

 Terrorism 

 Religious Freedom 

 Entertainment 

 Parenting 

 Drug Trafficking 

 Personal and Household Finances 

  

  

  



 

DAILY TOPICS 
Q2 – April, May, June 2019 

The Tara Show – Weekdays 6 AM – 10 AM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

 Monday 4/1/19: USC Student Killed Getting in wrong Uber … Boarder Crisis … Trump 
Wants to Stop the caravans … Claiming Asylum … Census Debate … The Left-Wing of the 
Left trying to take out Joe Biden … Main Stream Media Afraid of losing their base … The 
media continues to lie about Russia and trump … celibacy on the rise … Nancy Pelosi … 
Border Crisis … Beto O’Rourke … Trump is not allowed to stop illegal immigrants because 
the courts … Paul Ryan … Mueller Report … Congress and the DOJ … Celibacy on the rise in 
the U.S. … Apparently bearded men make better long term relationship partners  

 Tuesday 4/2/19: Illegal Immigration and Wages … Small Businesses … Five Points Murder … 
Death Penalty In SC … SC Legislators … Joe Biden … Hypocrisy on the left with #MeToo … 
Bill Barr … No Evidence of Collusion … John Solomon and “Spygate” … Dual Justice System 
not catching on outside of D.C. … Border Crisis … Left want illegal immigration for 
Congressional Districts … Trump’ Comments on Census and Illegal immigration … Judges 
on 9th Circuit are beyond Biased … China Social Scores … Income Gains … Trump is gaining 
supports from Hispanics 

 Wednesday 4/3/19: A 2016 Supreme Court ruling that illegal aliens must be included in 
the US Census is the reason illegal immigration rates are way up; Feds want to influence 
news agencies’ editorial decisions by considering them campaign donations; What third-
graders can learn from talk radio; California adds SC to state government travel ban; 
Interview with Rosemary Jenks of Numbers USA – Immigration crisis; Man cuddling groups; 
Liberal lesbian feminist delivers scathing tirade against bill eliminating distinctions 
between males and females; Liberal women defending Joe Biden’s creepy behavior; Why 
the Founding Fathers created the Electoral College; SC legislature moves quickly to 
require lit signs on ride sharing services but won’t protect people by making violent 
convicts serve their entire sentences  

 Thursday 4/4/19: (Re)Producer Chris returns and talks about his children; Congress 
considers bill to make speech codes and gender definitions into law; CNN didn’t think the 
border crisis existed until they wanted to blame it on Trump; Media outrage over DOJ 
ignoring Congressional subpoena rings hollow; College creates hostile environment based 
on race and gender by offering class on white male anger; SC legislature moves quickly to 
require lit signs on ride sharing services but won’t protect people by making violent 
convicts serve their entire sentences; Dems want to steal Trump’s tax returns; Joe 
Biden’s history is criminally sleazy; Portland PD shedding officers because they aren’t 
allowed to enforce the law; Google’s search predictions are creepy 

 Friday 4/5/19: Media resorting to second-hand anonymous sources to report fake news 
about Trump; Elijah Cummings wants to influence news agencies’ editorial decisions by 
considering them campaign donations; Democrat presidential candidate Pete Buttigieg 
having to apologize for saying in 2015 that all lives matter; Meteor seen from 4 states; 
Signs indicate $5,000 fine for speeding in construction zones; Arrest made in Julie 
Valentine cold case through genetic heritage website; AOC makes wild climate change 
apocalypse claims; Trump made a mistake backing off threat to close the border; MSM 
finally catching on that the Obama administration illegally spied on Trump campaign; 
Holding the sins of ancestors against their progeny 



 

 Monday 4/8/19: Drunk drivers in the Upstate kill several over the weekend because of 
slack judges; US immigration policy ultimately crafted by judges and entices people to 
cross the border illegally; Judge Edward W. Miller is the reason a child was ejected from a 
vehicle by a drunk driver; Lindsey Graham finally figures out the whole point of the Russia 
collusion hoax was to infiltrate Trump organization; Kirstjen Nielsen resigns as Homeland 
Security Secretary; Trump missing some opportunities to make progress on border crisis; 
Men under 30 report lower rates of sexual activity; CNN reporting catching up to the 
border crisis about 2 years late; Trump’s job creating magic wand; Democrats’ hatred for 
whiteness and maleness; New words on Dictionary.com; Joe Biden bragging about crimes 
he committed overseas; Jussie Smollett has divided Chicago 

 Tuesday 4/9/19: Praising judges who get it right; 9th Circuit judge uses baffling logic to 
strike down Remain In Mexico policy for asylum seekers; Bernie Sanders denies being in 
favor of open borders; Dems still claiming Russian collusion without evidence; Lindsey 
Graham encouraging states to pass gun grabbing “red flag” laws; Cultural appropriation; 
Dems still claiming Russian collusion without evidence; Why capitalism beats socialism; 
VA gov Northam who justified infanticide signs law making animal cruelty a felony; 
Kamala Harris proposes massive cash tax credit; Democrat presidential candidate Pete 
Buttigieg says God made him gay; Liberals only willing to consult “settled science” on 
certain topics; Polling on Dem candidates in SC; Trump fires Secret Service director 

 Wednesday 4/10/19: Greenville makes liberal top 25 places to live list; How the Left 
relies on fake hate; Democrat feebly tries to paint black conservative Candace Owens as a 
white supremacist; Liberals panic about another 9/11 but don’t seem concerned about 
terrorists entering the US illegally; Whether to trust AG Bill Barr; Republicans just as 
guilty as Democrats in setting up Russian collusion hoax against Trump; Google and other 
internet juggernauts censoring conservative sites; SC legislature wasting time on 
regulating ride sharing services; Canada rejects asylum-seeking immigrants at the US 
border like Trump wants to; Liberal unions lose massive dues revenue after ruling 
members don’t have to pay them; Greenville makes liberal top 25 places to live list; Lori 
Loughlin facing up to 20 years in prison over college scam after turning down plea deal 

 Thursday 4/11/19: Democrats visibly unnerved as Bill Barr says he will investigate illegal 
spying on Trump; Julian Assange arrested by British authorities within hours of Bill Barr’s 
promise to probe illegal surveillance; Bill Barr’s compliments of FBI Director Christopher 
Wray betray Barr’s loyalties; Mueller report shows FISA warrants against Trump had no 
basis; Whether the Deep State is still spying on Trump is the most important question; 
Issues with badly behaved students in schools 

 Friday 4/12/19: Defending Julian Assange; Candace Owens destroys Democrats in 
Congressional hearing; Julian Assange’s trump card; MSM denied existence of border crisis 
until they wanted to blame it on Trump; New York Post slams Ilhan Omar for referring to 
9/11 as “some people did something” and liberal Dems defend her; House Dems introduce 
bill to force groupthink on transgenderism; Disney CEO Bob Iger says Hitler would have 
loved social media and Tara explains why he’s wrong; New York defunds scholarships for 
Gold Star children and give the money to illegal aliens 

 Monday 4/15/19: Tiger Woods wins Masters; Media bashes Trump after he criticizes Ilhan 
Omar’s “some people did something” 9/11 comment; Spartanburg man leaves toddler to 
die in burning car during police chase; Trump twists Democrats into knots by suggesting 
illegal aliens be transported to sanctuary cities; 9th Circuit rules in favor of Trump’s 
“Remain in Mexico” policy; Dems in Congress continue to push bill saying men and women 
are not different; Beto O’Rourke leaves out Tillman’s Democrat party affiliation out of 



 

scolding speech at Clemson; UNC conference echoes the anti-Semitic beginnings of Nazi 
rule in Germany; Why aren’t Bernie Sanders and Julian Assange charged with Russian 
collusion? Leading Democrats running for President; CNN denied existence of the border 
crisis until they wanted to blame it on Trump 

 Tuesday 4/16/19: Tara reminisces about touring Europe and its history in light of Notre 
Dame fire; The significance of the Notre Dame fire; More than half of households receive 
more in tax credits than they pay in taxes leaving them with no stake in the running of 
the nation; Millennial reflects on her generation taking American prosperity for granted; 
Socialists want socialism for other people but not themselves; Nancy Pelosi angry that 
Trump says she has lost control of Congress and Dems like Ilhan Omar; Media effectively 
dupes people into believing they didn’t get a tax cut; How parenting has changed over 
generations; Trump fires back at CNN for inconsistency on border crisis 

 Wednesday 4/17/19: Liberals having trouble spinning in the same direction on border 
crisis; Tara stays weeks and months ahead of the Mainstream Media; Lou Dobbs wonders 
how French authorities have ruled out arson so quickly in Notre Dame fire; Bill Barr 
confirms that Trump may end Obama’s Catch and Release policy protected by liberal 
judges; Normals flood city council meeting after leftist whackjobs complain about 
American flag decals on police vehicles; Nancy Pelosi walking back defense of Ilhan Omar; 
More incendiary comments from Ilhan Omar; Political correctness, terrorism, and social 
media censors; Twitter removes Ari Horowitz’s exposé of anti-Semitism at UNC; Trump 
flips 2nd District appeals court from liberal to constitutionalist; Trump and Pompeo block 
International Criminal Court from investigating American military; Bank of America and 
others freezing accounts based on political views; Dems still claiming obstruction of 
justice in completed investigation; Spartanburg man leaves toddler to die in burning car 
during police chase 

 Thursday 4/18/19: Mainstream Media celebrating Mueller Report Release Day; Libs back 
on the impeachment and obstruction of justice talking points without evidence; 
Democrats angry Bill Barr held a press conference to explain Mueller report; Judicial 
Watch discovers Hillary ignored written warnings from FBI to shut down her private email 
server; Trump and Pompeo block International Criminal Court from investigating 
American military; Gun control activists more worried about law-abiding citizens than 
violent criminal illegal aliens; Still no national coverage of anti-Semitic conference held 
on UNC campus; The inherent unfairness of the Mueller investigation; Beto O’Rourke 
wants to remove the wall between Juarez, Mexico and El Paso, Texas; New eye-opening 
statistics on adultery; 41,000 illegal aliens in federal prison 

 Friday 4/19/19: Analysis of the Mueller Report; Mueller report obliterates collusion 
theory; Mueller focused more on what Trump might have been thinking than actual crimes 
Hillary committed; The heartbreak of Mueller’s investigation stealing Trump’s presidency; 
Democrats pinned their hope of destroying Trump on the lie of Russian collusion; Now 
that the Russian collusion lie has been obliterated Dems cling to flimsy obstruction of 
justice claims; What’s left out of the Mueller report is astounding; Mueller’s accusations 
of obstruction rely on unprecedented consideration of “thoughtcrime”; Criticism of Barr’s 
press conference unwarranted; Mueller Report’s connection to Julian Assange; Interview 
with Greenville Police Chief Ken Miller – Using DNA heritage website data to solve cold 
cases 

 Monday 4/22/19: Capitalistic Easter Bunny visits Tara’s house; Sri Lanka rocked by Islamic 
terrorist attacks against Christians on Easter; Mainstream Media spins Sri Lanka attacks 
into victims’ fault for unrelated events; MSM continues to use Obama-era intel officers 



 

Brennan and Clapper proven unreliable as sources; // US has cleanest air in the world but 
gets held responsible for other countries’ pollution; FBI arrests citizens in Texas who 
impeded illegal aliens entering the US; Pete Buttigieg brags about being super gay; When 
did Mueller know there was no collusion and why didn’t he stop investigating right then?; 
Young girl does dead-on parody of AOC; Sharyl Attkisson questions the investigation of the 
investigators; Trump is the only one who has been truthful on collusion the whole time 

 Tuesday 4/23/19: Elizabeth Warren’s suggestion of illegal wealth tax to pay for college 
counts on people not knowing it’s unconstitutional; Sri Lanka bombings erroneously 
blamed on New Zealand mosque shooting; Left refuses to acknowledge Christians in Sri 
Lanka attacks; Starbucks expanding program that turns their bathrooms into drug dens; 
Reduced sexual activity in men blamed on binging streaming TV; Climate change fears 
driving more young voters to the left; Kamala Harris believes investigation shows Trump 
should be impeached; 2015 Podesta email suggests “slaughtering” Trump with accusations 
of Russian collusion long before Russian hacking supposedly occurred; Pete Buttigieg 
riding wave of gay popularity as Tara predicted; Escalating overt anti-Semitism by the 
Democrat Party;  

 Wednesday 4/24/19: Trump claims huge stock market rally and economic boom the Left 
won’t give him credit for; FBI obstructed justice to cover up Hillary’s crimes; Democrat 
candidates want current felons to be able to vote and even liberals hate it; Judicial 
Watch determines Obama White House had Hillary’s emails the whole time and the FBI 
knew it; If Kate Smith has to go because of a racist past, so should the Yankees and the 
Democrat Party; Trump not living up to accusations of anti-Semitism from the Left; 
Middle-aged people more likely to despair, perhaps because of a lack of belief in God; 
White supremacist dogs 

 Thursday 4/25/19: NSA volunteers to get rid of their massive database used to illegally 
spy on Americans; State leaders crow about 400 new jobs from aerospace industry but 
still won’t allow energy exploration to bring over 100,000 jobs to SC; Remembering Ed 
Jenson; Checking Joe Biden’s past now that he’s officially entered 2020 presidential race; 
White supremacist dogs; Remembering Tara’s dog; Thomas Friedman’s remarkable 
reversal on border crisis indicates Dems losing on immigration; Whether the Census should 
ask about citizenship; Bob Woodward admits the Steele dossier is utter crap 

 Friday 4/26/19: Left-wing media criticize Biden’s race but not his racist past; Biden 
continues Democrat Party’s alienation of white males that started with Obama; Trump 
promises to declassify FISA warrants that the Mueller investigation was based on; NSA 
volunteers to get rid of their massive database used to illegally spy on Americans; FBI 
broke protocol to entrap Trump campaign; Judicial Watch determines Obama White 
House had Hillary’s emails the whole time and the FBI knew it; Muller lied in his report 
about debunked Russian election hacking and Hillary has picked up the torch; Joe Biden is 
a compulsive liar; Houston school institutes dress code for parents of students; How often 
women should shave; The Left has been consistently wrong on global warming predictions 
since the 1970s; MSM shocked that US economy grew faster than expected despite their 
efforts to cause a recession; SJWs get speaker removed from campus for talking about 
how democracy leads to totalitarianism 

 Monday 4/29/19: More examples that the Left’s anti-Semitism is mainstream; Liberals 
want gun control for conservatives but not for themselves; Kamala Harris criticized as 
presidential candidate for owning a gun; Kamala Harris criticized as presidential 
candidate for owning a gun; Satanic Temple awarded tax exempt status while patriotic 
organizations targeted by Obama administration still denied; Progressives trying to codify 



 

political correctness to curtail free speech; Amazon bringing free one-day shipping to 
Prime members; The ups and downs of shopping online; The reason for all the migrant 
caravans; Joe Biden launched his presidential campaign on social media lies; Bernie 
Sanders trying to walk back support of felons voting; Democrats don’t care about the 
well-being of illegal aliens and just want to use them as political pawns 

 Tuesday 4/30/19: More good numbers come out of Trump’s strong economy as more 
liberal predictions proven wrong; Math doesn’t add up on teacher walkout; Government 
can’t achieve results on par with private education despite spending more; People 
freaking out over the Russian spy whale; Thousands of Islamic terrorists planning to enter 
US through migrant caravans; Fake News media reported Notre Dame fire was an accident 
for 10 days before investigators even inspected the building; Tara struggles with more 
Common Core math despite the SC Legislature promising SC schools wouldn’t use the 
curriculum; Democrats want to illegally require Trump to release his tax returns for their 
fishing expedition; Politicians who propose restrictions to prevent climate change never 
specify what the effects will be 

 Wednesday 5/1/19: Discipline a bigger issue than funding in SC schools but all teachers 
want to talk about is money; Venezuela took less than ten years to go from confiscating 
guns to killing people in the streets; Why the US is designed to break; Media continue to 
peddle fake news about Russia collusion even after the Muller report found no evidence; 
The Venezuelan military is in the process of deciding who will run the country; Democrats 
continue to call for illegal release of information just to embarrass Trump; How the 
Federal Reserve manipulates our economy; Adulting calendar rewards people with 
stickers for doing simple chores and tasks; WSJ says Russian collusion hoax was actually a 
Russian disinformation campaign which many Americans have come to believe 

 Thursday 5/2/19: Worst pollen season in Upstate since Tara’s been here; Riley Howell 
revealed as hero in UNC campus shooting; Guilty purchases rob you of your future; AG Bill 
Barr endures vitriolic hostility and obfuscation from Senate Democrats during testimony; 
MSM desperate to keep Russia collusion story alive after Mueller report killed it; 
Democrats in a panic that Barr may investigate their actual crimes; Federal judge Dolly 
Gee’s ruling incentivizes trafficking children across Mexican border; Trump optimism for 
the country is catching on; Venezuela as an example of democracy in action; Guilty 
purchases rob you of your future; Why we will never get rid of guns; Florida passes law 
allowing teachers to carry guns; SC legislature gets nothing useful done because it’s full 
of RINOs; Democrats continue to call for illegal release of information just to embarrass 
Trump 

 Friday 5/3/19: SC Legislature claims they didn’t have enough time to debate school 
choice; Rep Josh Hawley calling out the Deep State indicates fear is dissipating in DC; 
Facebook begins deplatforming people who have broken no rules for being “dangerous”; 
Journal of Sex Research finds that sexual orientation can change through adolescence to 
late 20s; More evidence that Russian collusion story was actually an Obama Deep State 
setup to entrap Trump; All Trump’s claims of being spied on proven true; Trump economy 
gets better and better despite media efforts to ruin it; Quick-thinking brother saves little 
sister from being abducted; Joe Biden says he doesn’t see China as a threat after his son 
gets a billion dollars from them; Media never expects completely predictable good 
economic news; Democrats falsely claim Mueller had problems with Barr’s summary of 
collusion investigation; Far too many people think the United States is a democracy even 
though it isn’t; Zac Effron says Ted Bundy “got away with it” because of white privilege 



 

 Monday 5/6/19: Joe Biden leading in primary polling despite huge flaws in his candidacy; 
By their own standards, Democrats are obstructing justice by calling for Bill Barr’s 
resignation; Facebook continues pushing the envelope of deplatforming conservatives; 
Tara is more Neanderthal than Elizabeth Warren is Native American; Liberal media feebly 
attempt to minimize Trump economy by claiming racist business owners didn’t want to 
make money under Obama; So-called settled science constantly being proven wrong; 
Interview with Allum Bokhari, Senior Tech Reporter for Breitbart News – Censorship on 
the internet; Biden’s praise of China may have tanked Trump’s trade deal; As Tara 
predicted, school wants to remove images of George Washington because history; 
Transgender woman smashes weightlifting records in gender appropriation 

 Tuesday 5/7/19: Greenville City Police Cold Case Unit solves another one; Obama’s 
legacy is hatred against cops; Vast majority of people shot by police were armed; Joe 
Biden sabotages Trump’s China trade negotiations; Tiger Woods awarded Presidential 
Medal of Freedom; Boeing admits it knew of 737 problems before crashes; Facebook is 
trying to take over elections; Female high school runner bumped from state finals by two 
transgender students; People focused on the new royal baby and the Starbucks cup in 
Game of Thrones; Democrats want Bill Barr arrested for not doing something illegal; By 
their own standards, Dems are obstructing justice by calling for Bill Barr’s resignation; 
Kamala Harris offers tax plan that is pure wealth redistribution; A brief history of the rise 
and effects of socialism in Venezuela 

 Wednesday 5/8/19: Illegal alien released by CA authorities after destroying family of 4 in 
drunken car crash; Internet giants like Facebook and Google censoring important issues in 
upcoming election; Explaining Trump’s strategy with tariffs on China; Trump’s approval 
ratings may be too much for the Democrats to overcome; Democrats want endless 
investigation of Trump but won’t look at Deep State lawlessness; Men gossip just as much 
as women, but they’re nicer about it; Mitch McConnell tells Dems to quit it with the 
interminable investigations; Merging in SC; 84% surveyed say their business will be good 
for at least the next year; How the Left thinks the Green New Deal will work; John 
Solomon article exposes political motivations of Steele dossier paid for by Hillary 
campaign; Pacific Islanders removed from rugby teams for tweeting Christian beliefs; 
Democrats muddled message on feminism displayed in political donations; Projections 
show Democrat haven’t thought through environmental policies; Royal baby isn’t British 

 Thursday 5/9/19: Committee votes to hold AG Bill Barr in contempt of Congress for 
complying with the law; Democrats continue to pursue debunked collusion story out of 
pure desperation; Dual justice infecting major municipalities as prosecutors decide not to 
prosecute certain crimes in order to protect criminals as a Democrat grievance group; 
Touching treatise on parenting by a teacher who sees the results; John Solomon article 
exposes political motivations of Steele dossier paid for by Hillary campaign; New York 
Times wants Congress to give Trump his border money; Trump blames Joe Biden for China 
backtracking on trade negotiations; Converse sponsoring 11-year-old drag queen; Joe 
Biden wants to guarantee medical care for illegal aliens; Committee votes to hold AG Bill 
Barr in contempt of Congress for complying with the law; What it would look like if we 
implemented the Green New Deal; Twitter protects evil liberals while banning 
conservatives who point out violence against Trump supporters 

 Friday 5/10/19: Raining on your vacation; Happy Mother’s Day; Congress gets personal 
summoning Don Trump Jr. but won’t look at Deep State crimes; John Solomon provides 
more proof FBI knew Steele dossier was fake and political and covered it up; Hunter 
Biden’s corruption with foreign entities much worse than Don Trump Jr’s; Joe Biden 



 

wants to guarantee medical care for illegal aliens; Social media protect truly evil liberals 
while banning relatively peaceful conservatives; The new British royal baby is neither 
British nor royal; Colleges kicking Chick-fil-a off campus because of late founder’s 
religious views; Converse sponsoring 11-year-old drag queen; Things you learned from 
your mom 

 Monday 5/13/19: Democrats in Congress subpoena Trump financial records just because 
they feel entitled to them; Dems abusing subpoena authority to do political opposition 
research; Republicans describe how Democrats are obstructing justice; Mainstream Media 
will continue to be wrong about Trump tariffs; The health benefits of caffeine; Outrage 
over Rashida Tlaib’s Holocaust comments; More major municipalities announce an end to 
prosecution of low-level crimes; Microsoft Word to suggest politically correct changes in 
addition to grammatical and spelling corrections; Alyssa Milano declares sex strike to 
expand abortion rights; AOC says she was joking about totally serious end-of-the-world 
claim; Border patrol agents catching diseases from illegal aliens; FBI in full swing to cover 
up their political crimes; Roger Stone asks for evidence the DNC server was hacked by 
Russians in his trial; Kamala Harris jumps on Biden’s bandwagon to give free healthcare to 
illegal aliens; Google vastly disproportionately uses left-wing news sites in search results 

 Tuesday 5/14/19: AG Bill Barr appoints John Durham to investigate criminal origins of 
Russia collusion hoax; Trey Gowdy drops hints about what to look for in FBI probe; 
Explaining the panic over Trump’s tariffs and why it’s unnecessary; China needs us much 
more than we need them; Kaiser Family Foundation reports nearly half of all federal 
crimes were committed by non-citizens; Democrats circle the wagons to protect anti-
Semites; Chips Ahoy uses drag queen to hawk cookies on Mother’s Day then mocks those 
who complain; Best inventions of the last 25 years; Dual justice smokescreen and foreign 
political donations; Facebook becoming bolder about meddling in elections 

 Wednesday 5/15/19: AOC says she was joking about totally serious end-of-the-world 
claim; Polls show Trump’s popularity high among Millennials; Explaining the panic over 
Trump’s tariffs and why it’s unnecessary; China needs us much more than we need them; 
Mainstream media analysts don’t understand what Trump is doing with economy; Lindsey 
Graham proposes border solution full of capitulations to Democrats; Facebook arbitrarily 
removes popular Italian right wing pages during run up to election; New York Democrats 
outraged that sanctuary policies don’t apply to child sex trafficking; People convinced by 
fake news claims of Russian election hacking; New York, the state that legalized 
infanticide, bans fur because killing animals is cruel; Trump weighs in on Democrat 
candidates; Female soccer player kneels to protest Trump racism that doesn’t exist 

 Thursday 5/16/19: Trump offers outline of major immigration policy overhaul; Devin 
Nunes exposes the true purpose of the Deep State insurance policy; SAT using “adversity 
score” to adjust test results for white privilege; Gaffe master Joe Biden refers to hiring 
coyotes to illegally enter the country as part of America’s proud history; Deep State 
denizens turning on each other; Tara’s call for Game of Thrones rewrites gains 
mainstream support; Alabama passes most stringent abortion bill in effort to overturn Roe 
v. Wade; Schools indoctrinating students in Muslim prayer and forcing them to join Islam 

 Friday 5/17/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA: Traffic decorum in the Upstate; 
Remembering Ed Jenson; Activist judges; Why rampage killings shouldn’t happen 
anymore; Fluff news pieces; Sovereign citizen movement; United States not living up to 
its potential; Social media deplatforming and the big picture; Mainstream media are a 
mouthpiece for the coastal elite; The clown car that is the Democrat presidential 
hopefuls; Global warming panic; Activist judges and established legal precedent; We 



 

should not have career politicians; Abortion laws; Crimes the Obama administration got 
away with; What’s going on with the NRA 

 Monday 5/20/19: Julie Valentine’s mother charged with abandoning another baby; 
Facebook announces partnership with FBI to form war room to influence elections; // 
Democrat presidential hopeful Kirsten Gillibrand says she won’t detain illegal aliens at 
all; PREDICTION: Candace Owens and Gateway Pundit will be the next to be 
deplatformed; Australia election of conservative PM stuns most analysts; More men report 
fear or working with women after #MeToo destroying Kavanaugh; Inspiring story of 18-
year-old who took over the family after her mom abandoned them; WordPress jumps on 
the bandwagon to censor conservatives; Global warming to blind octopuses; More details 
of the horrendous SAT adversity score; Earning your way in America; Hunter Biden 
released after being caught with drug paraphernalia; Rapid DNA testing of illegal 
immigrants reveal 30% of child familial claims are false 

 Tuesday 5/21/19: Congress harassing the President with subpoenas for no legitimate 
reason and can’t say why they would impeach him; Farmer cuts his own leg off after it 
gets caught in a grain auger; Looking back at major life decisions; Judicial Watch repeats 
discovery of Hillary’s missing illegal emails in Obama’s office because MSM won’t pay 
attention to the story; General counsel of FBI says James Comey was blackmailing 
President Trump; 3rd grader questions SAT’s new adversity score; Gene Simmons delivers 
touching tribute to his mother’s patriotic love of America; Russia attempting to sow racial 
division in the US but have to compete with Democrats; Colleges instituting “neo-
segregation” black-only commencement and graduations; Cuban social media turns 
waiting in line for food into the “cola challenge”; Compelling testimony from listener who 
experienced socialism first-hand; MSM will blame Trump and ICE for death of 16-year-old 
illegal alien; Obama administration illegally spied on American citizens 

 Wednesday 5/22/19: Greenville County adding more emergency staff; Declassification 
could actually be coming soon; Governor McMaster claims to want a heartbeat bill but 
didn’t do anything to get one; Tariffs are working but they’re counterintuitive; Maryland 
sanctuary city releases two murder suspects to avoid notifying ICE; Democrat policies 
encourage child trafficking to facilitate illegal immigration; Sharyl Attkisson relates the 
full story of how Obama’s Deep State spied on her and tried to frame her; Local activist 
Bruce Wilson wants to rename Wade Hampton Blvd after Barack Obama; Religious 
conservative women are the happiest wives in America; Facebook censorship and Russian 
election influence; Interview with author Diana West – Her new book on the ideological 
drivers inside the anti-Trump conspiracy; Interview with Fighting Injustice Together 
founder Bruce Wilson – Union soldier statue and changing the name of Wade Hampton 
Boulevard 

 Thursday 5/23/19: Democrats desperate to smokescreen declassification before it 
happens; Fountain Inn Police officer gets 3 years probation for sex with minor in patrol 
car; Russian interference with 2016 election on social media benefitted Hillary way more 
than Trump; Washington state legalizes composting dead relatives; Rep. Lauren 
Underwood accuses DHS of intentionally letting illegal aliens die; Democrat policies 
endanger children on the border and release violent MS-13 gang members; Impeachment 
is a losing issue for Democrats; Light sentencing for sex offenders; Predictably Medicare 
for all is prohibitively expensive; Brexit party in UK poised for big win in elections; Trump 
sparked global movement against globalism; Hunter Biden’s financial dealings with 
foreign oligarchs exposed 



 

 Friday 5/24/19: Democrats’ desperation leads them to call Trump’s complete 
declassification a cover-up; US piling charges on Julian Assange; 67% of Democrats believe 
AOC’s global warming claims that she said only sea sponges would believe; Friday the 
most dangerous commuting day; MSM still surprised by strength of Trump’s economy; 
Democrats’ description of Trump as insane is all they have left; The global movement 
against globalism; Whether the FBI will comply with Trump’s declassification order; Poll 
shows highest economic confidence in 18 years; Stories of prosperity from Trump’s 
economy; The FBI could take a lesson from the GCSO 

 Monday 5/27/19: BILL FRADY FILLS IN FOR TARA ON MEMORIAL DAY: The history of 
Memorial Day; Socialist tyrants and the weakness of Republican leaders; Gun permits in 
New York; NRA’s degree of effectiveness; Republicans' sensitivity to criticism from the 
Left; Trump declassification; Student loan debt; Illegal aliens and the Border Patrol; 
Migrant aliens in Europe; Trump's economic success benefitting every sub-group in 
America; Liberal arguments frequently ignore science; Bill's radio voice; New York can do 
better than AOC; Kamala Harris promises to ban AR-15 and similar weapons 

 Tuesday 5/28/19: Trump dominated the European elections without even trying; 
Nationalists win big in EU elections despite social media trying to silence them; Terrible 
mother kills 6-year-old twin boys by driving drunk; Democrats’ desperation leads them to 
call Trump’s complete declassification a cover-up; Liberals still trying to give Obama 
credit for Trump’s economic victories; Private group built a mile of border wall for $6 
million in a weekend; Interview with new 106.3 WORD host Mark Levin – Joining the 106.3 
WORD lineup and his new book; Dems so desperate to prevent declassification they out a 
high-level American spy in Russia; Lindsey Graham points out Democrats don’t want to 
get to the truth; Gillette ad betrays fear of progressive transgender agenda; Navy pilots 
talking about UFO encounters 

 Wednesday 5/29/19: USC use of secret adversity scoring to determine admissions a direct 
assault on the middle class; Europeans voted for Trump policies; Trump gaining support 
among black people; Democrat letter tells FBI not to comply with Trump’s 
declassification order; Terrible mother kills 6-year-old twin boys by driving drunk; Deep 
State kept illegal files on Americans using NSA database; NCAA Women’s Track 
Championship won by biological male; New Illinois bill allows abortion for any reason up 
to birth; China restricting export of rare-earth metals in retaliation for Trump trade 
policies; Failed candidate Stacey Abrams rejects MLK Jr. and admits skin color is more 
important than character; Left eating itself over identity politics 

 Thursday 5/30/19: Analyzing Mueller’s statement; Mueller violated DOJ and American Bar 
regulations with his statement; Did AG Barr authorize Mueller’s statement?; Mueller made 
his statement now because of Trump’s declassification; Mueller ran FBI during illegal 
spying on Americans and other lawlessness; Mueller couldn’t indict Trump but he could 
have concluded his guilt (but he didn’t); Impeachment will allow DOJ to keep declassified 
documents from subpoena and FOIA requests; Mueller knew where not to look during 
investigation; Democrat letter tells FBI not to comply with Trump’s declassification order; 
Republican leadership silent on Mueller’s hit job on Trump; Democrats continue to lie 
about Mueller report; More polls show increased support for Trump from minorities; So 
much lawbreaking by the FBI; NM governor calling for federal funding and staff to handle 
border crisis after sending Nat’l Guard home because she didn’t think there was a crisis 

 Friday 5/31/19: Trump threatens to impose tariffs on goods from Mexico unless they 
assist in border crisis; Private group built a mile of border wall for $6 million in a 
weekend; Media reports on fake racial violence but ignores actual racial violence; Mueller 



 

public statement contradicts report findings; Survey of what is morally acceptable; 
Governor McMaster fails on education reform; FBI effectively authorized to leak 
confidential information for political purposes; Oregon growing so much pot it’s affecting 
tax revenues; Selma Blair accused of cultural appropriation for wearing head wrap to 
support sick friend; Netflix and Disney threaten to stop production in Georgia over 
abortion policy but still film in countries with strict discrimination policies; The 
importance of wearing seat belts 

 Monday 6/3/19: Incipient drought conditions in SC; London mayor Sadiq Khan thinks 
Trump is a global threat but Islamic terrorism isn’t; Spygate is the biggest scandal of a 
lifetime and the mainstream media won’t touch it; Governor McMaster forbids energy 
exploration off SC coast; Trump removes favored trade status from India; The level of 
security required for We Build The Wall projects is insane; How out of touch the 
Democrats are; Checking your text history to evaluate your social life; The ability of 
liberals to avoid prosecution is like a superpower; Laws don’t apply to Democrat 
grievance groups because dual justice is the ultimate liberal privilege; The threat of Islam 
to women in Sweden; Jussie Smollett investigation reopened; Liberals still trying to give 
Obama credit for Trump’s economy; Trump is especially good at international trade 
negotiations; People fleeing the US to evade student debt repayment 

 Tuesday 6/4/19: Mainstream media reporting on Trump’s visit to UK and feud with 
London mayor Sadiq Khan predictably full of hypocrisy and inaccuracy; Elle Magazine 
bizarrely cites misogynist Sadiq Khan to lecture Trump on how women should be treated; 
Growth rates in the Upstate better than along the coast; Biological male who won NCAA 
Women’s Track and Field Championship defends win saying running as a woman is harder; 
Robert Mueller made up laws to come to his obstruction conclusions; Florida man calls 
911 to complain that police aren’t pulling him over; Media overreacts to Pelosi sounding 
drunk in viral videos (whether doctored or not); Agreeing politically with your spouse; 
McMaster blocks oil exploration off SC coast by disallowing permits; College students 
increasingly believe 1st Amendment should protect hate speech; Universities starting to 
segregate graduations; Liberals want to get rid of dodgeball because of patriarchal 
oppression but celebrate biological males dominating women’s sports; Twitter helping 
China oppress opponents of Communist Party even outside the country 

 Wednesday 6/5/19: Media showing fear that Deep State coup against Trump and cover-up 
for Hillary is falling apart; GOP leadership in the Senate sabotages Trump’s negotiations 
with Mexico; Mexico stubbornly refuses to declare itself a safe country for asylees; 
Coward of Broward County finally arrested; Private group building border wall witnesses 
drug cartel enforcers patrolling in America; Assessing the current lineup of Democrat 
presidential candidates; Twitter helping China censor critic outside of China 

 Thursday 6/6/19: Recognizing D-Day; Whether America could handle D-Day today; 
Republicans in Congress sabotaging President Trump; GOP leadership won’t shut up about 
tariffs during D-Day observance; Snow falls early in Australia as Al Gore arrives to talk 
about global warming; Replay of Levin interview; Continuing feud between Trump and the 
Deep State; Social media are not the neutral platforms they are supposed to be; Kevin 
McCarthy calls for Republicans to support Trump’s tariffs; Scaling Mount Everest the new 
hipster fad because they don’t recognize the danger; Pelosi wants to see Trump in prison 

 Friday 6/7/19: Illegal aliens with no IDs ushered past TSA lines and put on planes; Parents 
trying too hard to turn their kids into athletes; Tariffs are the only play Trump has left to 
curb illegal immigration; Science shows your dog knows when you’re stressed and 
experiences it too; ISIS fighters crossing US southern border; Rep. Kevin McCarthy says 



 

House GOP backs Trump’s tariffs; How tariffs work; AOC says earning money is a privilege 
and owning a house is a right; The slavery of socialist entitlements; Democrats to have 
psychiatrists who haven’t met Trump testify unethically regarding his fitness for office; 
Mueller left potentially exculpatory evidence out of his report; Nonagenarian marine flirts 
with Melania at D-Day ceremony; Pete Buttigieg thinks voter fraud in GA should have been 
tolerated to elect Stacey Abrahams; Russia making their own “true” version of popular 
HBO hit Chernobyl that blames America; Myrtle Beach issues warning for polluted water 
but still doesn’t want oil exploration; Shark attacks 

 Monday 6/10/19: Congressional Republicans give Mexico (and not Trump) credit for 
avoiding tariffs; Whether Trump’s deal with Mexico with hold up; Trump puts open border 
advocates in the position of calling for closing borders; Trump’s deal with Mexico to 
curtail illegal immigration; Women driving the recent surge in popularity of socialism; Gay 
conservative activist Milo Yiannopoulos to MC straight pride parade; AG Bill Barr compares 
working at DOJ to parachuting into battle on D-Day; Mueller investigation tracked Trump 
associates through cell phone GPS; Guy blames tornados of traffic circles; Elderly CA 
convict confesses to over 60 murders; Prosecutors failed to use death penalty leverage to 
get more confessions out of Todd Kohlhepp; Beto O’Rourke wants to impeach Trump as a 
hopeful fishing expedition for crimes 

 Tuesday 6/11/19: Making sense of conflicting economic news; Vermont paying people to 
move there; Lavish welfare benefits for illegal aliens; Convicted obstructer of justice 
John Dean testifying about Trump’s alleged obstruction of justice; Age a more important 
factor than sexual orientation for voters; Liberals inconsistent on baking the cake; 
Progressives want to consider pedophilia a sexual orientation; Hillary brazenly tells 
college graduates to decide what is true and hold leaders accountable 

 Wednesday 6/12/19: Congress not just failing to close illegal immigration loopholes but 
actually creating new ones; Buying Congress back from the Chamber of Commerce; Joe 
Biden makes campaign promise to cure cancer; China gets increasingly desperate as 
Trump’s tariff trade war goes on longer; Jon Stewart scolds Congress over 9/11 victims 
fund; Joe Biden makes campaign promise to cure cancer; Economic numbers indicate dire 
predictions about price increases from Trump tariffs were dead wrong; FBI knew that 
Hillary’s server was compromised by the Chinese and did nothing; Liberals enraged that 
Save Chick-fil-A bill prevents them from discriminating against religions; List of highest 
paid athletes contains no women; Allegations of widespread sex scandal at Mauldin PD; 
Georgia Gwinnett College students try to get professor fired for supporting legal 
immigration; Social media continues their assault on free speech 

 Thursday 6/13/19: Joe Biden makes campaign promise to cure cancer; FBI refuses to 
investigate the Bidens for taking money from China; Trump trolls media by saying he 
would take opposition research from foreign sources; Allegations of widespread sex 
scandal at Mauldin PD; Aliens caught entering US illegally not being screened for 
communicable disease or terrorist ties; Democrats refuse to fund child welfare programs 
until amnesty to illegal aliens is granted; Leftists silent after Michigan imam says it’s okay 
to beat your wife; Lesbian soccer player uses limelight to criticize America instead of 
highlighting actual oppression against gay people; Environment not cooperating with 
environment scientists predictions; Twitter shuts down Project Veritas account for 
publishing internal Pinterest documents targeting conservatives; Glaciers lasting longer 
than the climate scientists that predicted their demise; Virginia Beach shooting victim 
predicted shooter’s rampage 



 

 Friday 6/14/19: More details revealed about Mauldin PD sex ring scandal; Virginia Beach 
shooting victim predicted shooter’s rampage; How to handle bullying in schools; The 
Left’s insincere outrage at Trump’s comments on foreign opposition research; Interview 
with mother of bullied elementary student Jamie Rathburn – Arrested for confronting her 
son’s abusers at school 

 Monday 6/17/19: Japanese owner of tanker attacked in Gulf of Oman disputes US 
intelligence that Iran was responsible; Constitutional declarations of war; Keeping kids 
safe with GPS tracking; Whether Tara should get her 11-year-old a cell phone; FBI never 
obtained unredacted reports from Crowdstrike of DNC server investigation; Gun-related 
homicides rise in Baltimore after gun ban; Britain giving out blunted “no-point” knives; 
FBI has lost its notes on investigation into Hillary’s crimes; Kamala Harris honors illegal 
immigrants and criminals on Father’s Day; Dems blame high deficits on Trump’s tax cuts 
despite increased tax revenue; Democrat candidates continue to offer free stuff while 
ignoring how it will be paid for; My Little Lesbian Pony; Hunter Biden abruptly gets 
married; Mauldin City Council meeting to discuss police sex scandal 

 Tuesday 6/18/19: New York issues drivers licenses to illegal aliens only after ensuring the 
info can’t be used by the feds for deportation; New York also has a burgeoning industry to 
provide tourists with late-term abortions at taxpayer expense; DOJ intervenes in transfer 
of Paul Manafort to Rikers Island as political prisoner; Difference in attendance at Trump 
rallies vs. any Democrat candidate event; Greenville News steals credit from Fits News for 
breaking Mauldin PD sex scandal; City of Mauldin tried to cover up sex scandal; Trump 
admits he was briefed on UFO sightings; Budget deficit growing because of runaway 
spending despite increased tax revenues; New Taylor Swift video an abusive attack on 
conservatives disguised as a celebration of pride; AOC ignorantly compares US 
immigration policy to concentration camps of Nazi Germany; Facebook has “Hate Agent” 
policy to ban people who aren’t even on Facebook; Lindsey Graham trying to seem 
conservative ahead of the election; Russian oligarch donated to Clinton Foundation and 
bought pro-Hillary media outlet; Joe Biden calls for physical revolution to overthrow 
Trump administration 

 Wednesday 6/19/19: Trump announces reelection campaign at humongous Florida rally; 
Trump’s success as President despite bipartisan opposition; SC man takes online dispute 
offline with drive-by shooting IRL; Media ignores Joe Biden calling for physical revolution 
to overthrow Trump administration; Americans don’t understand Dems’ Medicare for All 
single-payer plan; Some fishy things coming up with the charges against Sheriff Will 
Lewis; Women starting to push back against men invading women’s sports as transgender; 
AOC ignorantly compares US immigration policy to concentration camps of Nazi Germany; 
Dem candidate Julian Castro justifies crimes by illegal aliens by saying citizens commit 
crime too; FBI never obtained unredacted reports from Crowdstrike of DNC server 
investigation; People skeptical about new Facebook cryptocurrency in light of privacy 
issues; Tara reconsidering beach trip in light of shark attacks 

 Thursday 6/20/19: Debating US response to Iran shooting down our drone in international 
airspace; Obama’s terrible nuclear deal put us in today’s position with Iran; Iranian 
government desperate to be attacked by US because they’re losing control of their 
population; New York authorizes issuance of drivers licenses to illegal aliens allowing 
them to vote; Feds admit they can’t verify Russians hacked the DNC server; Woman 
named Marijuana Pepsi gets her PhD; Liberals blame conservative opposition to illegal 
immigration and refugee asylum on racism and xenophobia while ignoring dangerous 



 

criminals and terrorists taking advantage of our policies; Listening to WORD at Disney 
World; Flesh eating bacteria vs. sharks; Whether geeks can get women 

 Friday 6/21/19: Judicial Watch gets documents about what was really going on in 
Benghazi before 9/11 attack; Supreme Court upholds public crosses in 7-2 decision; 
Trump calls off military strike against Iran in retaliation for drone shoot-down at the last 
minute; Lindsey Graham sheds light on Trump’s decision to call off attack on Iran; 
Parents’ bucket list for things to experience with their kids before they grow up; Tara 
debates cancelling family beach trip over shark fears; Deep State wants Roger Stone 
locked up in retaliation for destroying their Russian hacking hoax; Leftists trying to 
remove historical icons; Reparations ideas not well thought through; Russian involvement 
in Iran attack on US drone; Hunter Biden dodging paternity suit; The Left’s double 
standard on white supremacy 

 Monday 6/24/19: Trump’s restrained response to Iran downing drone; Democrats in 
difficult position of defending Iran and bankrupting Medicare; Ilhan Omar defends AOC’s 
claim that ICE detention centers are concentration camps; Trump’s biggest mistakes in 
office; Gang problems in the Upstate; More plans for reparations from Democrats to 
various ; College newspaper threatens to dox students who join conservative 
organizations; Trump’s restrained response to Iran downing drone; Trump turns the tables 
of deportation on the Democrats; Trump just fixed a huge problem with health insurance 
in one move; FBI omitting exculpatory evidence to FISA court and to Congress is 
obstruction of justice; Investigating foreign intel conclusion that Putin wanted Trump to 
win as more Russia hoax dominoes fall; Project Veritas confirms Google has illegal project 
to ensure Trump defeat in 2020 

 Tuesday 6/25/19: Trump blew Washington’s collective mind by not attacking Iran and 
they don’t know what to do about it; Google censors video exposing Google censorship; 
Nancy Pelosi wonders what the point of immigration enforcement is; Trump issues 
executive order requiring transparency in medical pricing; Interview with Judicial Watch 
president Tom Fitton; Ilhan Omar defends AOC’s claim that ICE detention centers are 
concentration camps; Democrat policies show they have no compassion for illegal aliens 

 Wednesday 6/26/19: Democrats intentionally obstruct justice when they warn illegal 
aliens how to avoid deportation; Democrat strategy with illegal aliens is to manipulate 
Census and congressional districts for electoral purposes; Non-manipulative women are 
extinct; Waiting for the slow listeners to catch up; Mexican president Obrador confirms 
DHS warning that ISIS terrorists are attempting to enter US through migrant caravans; 
Online furniture retailer Wayfair resists sending orders to Border Patrol; Reasons people 
won’t be watching the first Democrat presidential primary debate; College campuses are 
so liberal that welcoming conservatives to school is considered breaking news; How social 
media companies “deperson” those who use their services and those who don’t; Iran’s 
frantic reaction to Trump’s sanctions indicate they were the right move; Perpetrator in 
Massachusetts motorcycle massacre was a drunk-driving illegal alien because we still 
don’t have a visa exit verification system; Democrat strategies to win back Trump voters; 
Dems in Congress borrow $4.5 billion to give away to illegal aliens; Apple threatens 
conservative social network Parler with removal from App Store unless they censor 
“offensive” content; Media perpetuates fake news that Obama admin treatment of 
detained illegal alien children is because of Trump; Stanford study finds people can resist 
emotional influence from other people  

 Thursday 6/27/19: Analyzing the Democrat debates so you don’t have to; Crazy stuff 
Dems said during the debate like men can get abortions and illegal entry should be 



 

decriminalized; ISIS terrorists caught attempting to enter the US through migrant 
caravans; Democrats pushing the envelope on giving away free stuff but have no idea how 
to pay for it; Referring to illegal immigrants as “aliens”; Eric Trump spat on by liberal 
waitress while eating at her restaurant; Violence from the Left toward the Right; 
Democrat policies show they have no compassion for illegal aliens; Robert Mueller to 
testify before Congress; Democrats offer mixed message on economy during debate; 
Facebook keeps records on people both on and off of Facebook and is giving them to 
courts for prosecution of hate speech; The dearth of internal immigration enforcement; 
Gallup poll finds 88% of Americans underestimate the magnitude of illegal immigration 

 Friday 6/28/19: Analyzing the Democrat debates so you don’t have to; Dems raise their 
hands to support decriminalizing illegal entry and giving illegal aliens free healthcare 
effectively cementing their open borders position; Bernie admits free single-payer 
healthcare will come with higher taxes; Democrats wouldn’t care about Joe Biden’s racist 
past if they thought he could win; Obama and Biden take credit for Trump economy; 
Democrats offer mixed message on economy during debate; Kamala Harris has had to 
justify marrying a white man but not sleeping her way to the top; Soros-backed group 
pushes for financial institutions to deny service to conservatives; Democrats manipulate 
political issues through selective language; Media tries to cover for Bernie admitting free 
single-payer healthcare will come with higher taxes; Environment continues not to 
cooperate with environmentalists’ doomsday predictions  
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MON  4/1   HOUR 1 ABORTION 

                          HOUR 2 POLITICS 

TUES    4/2 HOUR 1 BEST OF  

                          HOUR 2 BEST OF 

WED 4/3   HOUR 1 PLANNED PARENTHOOD      

                           HOUR 2 SECURITY VS TRADE 

THUR   4/4   HOUR 1 ICE 

                           HOUR 2 ANTI-SEMETISM 

FRI 4/5  HOUR 1 PRO-LIFE LEGISLATION  

                           HOUR 2 FAITH FOCUS FRIDAY 

MON    4/8 HOUR 1 ECONOMICS 

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEWS SETH POWELL AND JEFF DUNCAN 

TUES 4/9 HOUR 1 INTERVIEW WITH C. MORGON WRIGHT  

                          HOUR 2 TRANSFORMATION TUESDAY 

WED    4/10 HOUR 1 TEACHERS 

                          HOUR 2 ELECTIONS 

THUR 4/11   HOUR 1 SPYING 

                          HOUR 2 TEACHERS 

FRI 4/12   HOUR 1 WIKILEAKS  

                          HOUR 2 PANTHERS 

MON 4/15 HOUR 1 TIGER WOODS WINS THE MASTERS 

                          HOUR 2 TRANSGENDERS 



 

TUES 4/16   HOUR 1 FIRE AT NOTRE DAME 

                          HOUR 2 POLICE SHOOTING 

WED 4/17   HOUR 1  ABORTION 

                          HOUR 2 2020 ELECTION 

THU 4/18 HOUR 1 MUELLER REPORT 

  HOUR 2 VANDALISM 

FRI 4/19 HOUR 1 POLITICS 

  HOUR 2 EASTER 

MON 4/22 HOUR 1 SRI LANKA 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH PETER SCHWEIZER 

TUES  4/23 HOUR 1 ABORTION 

  HOUR 2 CNN IN AIRPORTS 

WED 4/24 HOUR 1 CENSUS 

  HOUR 2 POLITICS 

THURS 4/25 HOUR 1 JOE BIDEN 

  HOUR 2 EDUCATION 

FRI 4/26 HOUR 1 WEATHER 

  HOUR 2 POLITICS 

MON 4/29 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 VACCINES 

TUE 4/30 HOUR 1 ILLEGALS 

  HOUR 2 ILLEGALS 

WED 5/1 HOUR 1 UNC CHARLOTTE SHOOTING 

  HOUR 2 UNC CHARLOTTE SHOOTING 

THUR   5/2 HOUR 1 PARENTAL RIGHTS 

                          HOUR 2 PARENTAL RIGHTS 

FRI  5/3 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP  



 

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH DAVID FREDRICKSON 

MON  5/6   HOUR 1 NC COP SHOT 

                          HOUR 2 KENTUCKY DERBY 

TUES    5/7 HOUR 1 POLITICS  

                          HOUR 2 POLITICS 

WED 5/8   HOUR 1 MUELLER REPORT      

                           HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH DR. JUDI JASSER 

THUR   5/9   HOUR 1 MUELLER REPORT 

                           HOUR 2 PANTHERS 

FRI 5/10  HOUR 1 MUELLER REPORT  

                           HOUR 2 MUELLER REPORT 

MON    5/13 HOUR 1 TARIFFS 

                          HOUR 2 ELECTION 

TUES 5/14 HOUR 1 IRAN  

                          HOUR 2 TRANSFORMATION TUESDAY 

WED    5/15 HOUR 1 ABORTION 

                          HOUR 2 ROUND UP 

THUR 5/16  HOUR 1 DEMS FOR PRESIDENT 

                          HOUR 2 ABORTION 

FRI 5/17   HOUR 1 INTERVIEW WITH DANNY O’NEAL  

                          HOUR 2 FAITH FOCUS FRIDAY 

MON 5/20 HOUR 1 TUITION 

                          HOUR 2 POLICE 

TUES 5/21   HOUR 1 PANTHERS 

                          HOUR 2 SMOKING 

WED 5/22   HOUR 1  POLITICS 

                          HOUR 2 HUMAN COMPOST 



 

THU 5/23 HOUR 1 JOBS 

  HOUR 2 ABORTION 

FRI 5/24 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 FAITH FOCUS FRIDAY 

MON 5/27 HOUR 1 FOX SPECIALS 

  HOUR 2 FOX SPECIALS 

TUES  5/28 HOUR 1 BREXIT 

  HOUR 2 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

WED 5/29 HOUR 1 POLITICS 

  HOUR 2 MUELLER REPORT 

THURS  5/30 HOUR 1 BABIES 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH ANDREW MCCARTHY 

FRI 5/31 HOUR 1 PANTHERS 

  HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH MICHAEL ROSE 

MON  6/3   HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

                          HOUR 2 TOLL ROADS 

TUES    6/4 HOUR 1 RACE RELATIONS, ABORTION  

                          HOUR 2 POLITICS 

WED 6/5   HOUR 1 PANTHERS MOVE TO SC      

                           HOUR 2 POLITICS 

THUR   6/6   HOUR 1 D DAY 

                           HOUR 2 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

FRI 6/7  HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP  

                           HOUR 2 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

MON    6/10 HOUR 1 NORTH CAROLINA FLOODING 

                          HOUR 2 ABORTION 

TUES 6/11 HOUR 1 BEST OF  



 

                          HOUR 2 BEST OF 

WED    6/12 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

                          HOUR 2 TARIFFS 

THUR 6/13   HOUR 1 CONGRESS 

                          HOUR 2 CONGRESS 

FRI 6/14 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP  

                          HOUR 2 ILLEGAL IMMIGRATION 

MON 6/17 HOUR 1 HOME INVASIONS 

                          HOUR 2 INTERVIEW WITH STEVEN KENT 

TUES 6/18   HOUR 1 TRUMPS DEPORTATION PLAN 

                          HOUR 2 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

WED 6/19   HOUR 1  ELECTION 

                          HOUR 2 ELECTION 

THU 6/20 HOUR 1 LINDEY GRAHAM 

  HOUR 2 REPARATIONS 

FRI 6/21 HOUR 1 IRAN 

  HOUR 2 IRAN 

MON 6/24 HOUR 1 BEST OF 

  HOUR 2 BEST OF 

TUES  6/25 HOUR 1 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

  HOUR 2 PRESIDENT TRUMP 

WED 6/26 HOUR 1 POLITICS 

  HOUR 2 POLITICS 

THURS  6/27 HOUR 1 LINDSEY GRAHAM 

  HOUR 2 DEMOCRATIC DEBATE  
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The Bobby Mac Show – Weekdays 3 PM – 7 PM 
Programming content included discussion with listeners and experts in the associated field of discussion. 

4-1 

usc student killed; csp; creepy joe biden; amazing true facts; closing the border 

and stopping aid; venezuala; unplanned doing we;;  at box office; ny congestion 
tax; boneheads 

 
4-2 

beto of climate change; tom debeccaro talks biden; 2020 dems; this day in 
history; tuesdays with timmons; boneheads; electoral college; closing the border; 

amazing true facts 
 

4-3 
aoc update; former pastor of relentless church threatened gvl news; mueller 

report; heartbeat bill; ride share safety; birthdays today; dave schwartz talks 
columbia happenings; this day in history; bieden troubles; boneheads 

 
4-4 

trump gives mexico 1 year; louis farrakhan called himself jesus; birthday and this 

day in history; aoc update; dems want trump tax returns and mueller report 
released; 2020 dems; biden troubles; hunter biden; amazing true facts; green 

new deal; boneheads; the border 
 

4-5 
biden troubles; this day in history and birthdays; al sharpton and 2020 dems; 

time; amazing true facts; cabel cost; cats; media slanders trump; boneheads 
 

4-8 
final four games; 2020 dems; poll numbers; lara trump interview; corey booker 

pushes reparations for slavery; college pay to play scandal; amazing true facts; 
cuba; venezuala; boneheads 

 
4-9 

the wall; american viewpoint; bump stock ; way liberals think; american hostage 
freedom award; trump haters; aoc; biden; dick cole dies at 103 las of doolittle 

raiders; heroes 

 
4-10 

bernie's tax returns released; irs; fair tax; media on trump; unplanned; 
immigration system; slavery reparations 



 

4-11 

spying on trump; mueller report; russian collusion; fed reserve out of control; the 
border; moral health of americans; socialism; medical marijuana; amazon is 

listening 
 

4-12 
liz harrington interview; trump says bus illegals to sanctuary cities; seth powell 

talks data warehouse and panthers; hit and runs; car ins; term limits; game of 
thrones; omar's 9-11 statement; boneheads;  

 
4-15 

notre dame on fire; tax day; tiger woods win masters; this day in history; spying 
onf trump; trump and rnc fund raising; college pay to go scandal; boneheads; 

amazing true facts; 
 

4-16 

notre dame fire; bernie fox town hall; candidates election chests; spying on 
trump; pete buttigieg run for 2020; pelosi on aoc; fisa warrants  

 
4-17 

mueller report; brain knows when you die; near death experiences; dave schwartz 
talks leg session; cnn ratings;birthdays; teen that threatened co school killed self; 

amazing true facts; iqs; 2020 dems; boneheads 
 

4-18 
mueller report released; steve contes interview; birthdays; mary margaret crews 

interview; patrick hadden interview; 2020 vette; boneheads 
 

4-19 
mueller report; impeachment; who is the next trump? 

 

4-22 
sri lanka bombings; ucp member arrested at border; birthdays; the border; 

homeless housing in san fran; cnn ratings; aoc update; nyc building taxes; omar 
 

4-23 
trump's tweets; mexican millitary questioned army offiers on us soil close to the 

border; sri lanka bombings; master's scam; impeach trump; mueller report; 
overstaying visas; bernie; young voters are dem more; aoc update; boneheads; 

biden to run in 2020 
 
  



 

4-24 

losing ed jenson; trump on subpoenas; michael joyce rnc interview; dave schwartz 
talks roads; 49k hillary emails found on obama's computer; stupid school news; 

2020 dems; amazing true facts; toll roads; boneheads 
 

4-25 
biden; tom del beccaro interview; birthdays; clintons; trump; amazing true facts; 

boneheads 
 

4-26 
biden says no scandals under obama; amazon yesterday; dabo's new deal; gdp; 

2020 dems; seatbelts;  
 

4-29 
biden; socialist agenda; planned teacher walk out; nfl draft; bernie; boneheads; 

amazing true facts; Rosenstein resigns 

 
4-30 

venezuela violence and military uprising; biden; paris dennard interview; teacher 
walk out; measle cases increasing; liz harrington interview; fed gas tax; amazing 

true facts; bonheads 
 

5-1 
barr's testimony; mueller report; dave schwartz talks budget, toll roads, taxes; 

cable news ratings; biden; boneheads 
 

5-2 
national day of prayer; barr hearing; abortion; fb bans dangerous people; fisa 

courts; amazing true facts; biden on china; boneheads 
 

5-3 

medicare for all; unemployment numbers; economy; gas tax money; boneheads; 
barr hearing; comey; russian collusion 

 
5-6 

troops deployed to middle east; barr contempt?; mueller report; boyd and nadler; 
bernie on greenville; i can't believe that.... 

 
5-7 

ny times says give trump his border money; aoc food from dirt; 2020 dems; state 
supreme courts and gun rights;  

 
5-8 

barr contempt?; executive privilege; barr contempt; abortion 



 

5-9 

n korea summit and nuke weapons; trump jr; barr; china; trump tax returns; 
confederate memorial day; are the police out to get you? 

 
5-10 

us-china trade tariffs; iran and nukes; tax returns; confederate memorial day; 
biden-anita hill; biden on healthcare; comey;  

 
5-13 

doris day death; wikipedia hacks; aoc update; birthday and today in history; us-
china trade talks; stocks; good lindsey-bad lindsey; iran; boneheads; immigration; 

bobby mcfacts; trump's rules for republicans 
 

5-14 
tim conway dies; clinton email coverup; amazing true facts; 737 max lawsuits; 

hunter biden deals; tuesdays with timmons; best state in america; iran; seattle 

trash; stupid school news; boneheads 
 

5-15 
mueller report; comey vs brennon; dave schwartz talks end of session; barr; 

barker; alabama abortion bill; robo calls; drew mckissick interview; cali planned 
black outs; stupid school news; boneheads 

 
5-16 

mueller report; investigation into russian investigation; comey; clapper; brennon; 
trump immigration plan; nikki haley; biden; good news; poll numbers; boneheads 

 
5-17 

grumpy cat dies; bobby mcfacts; barr; russian investigation; orrs; amazing true 
facts; greek festival; immogrant to fla?; best war movies; iran; boneheads 

 

5-20 
gowdy on barr; got finale; 2020 dems; hunter biden; bobby mcfacts; tornado 

alley; boneheads; bernie; biden; amazing true facts 
 

5-21 
gallop poll on socialism; government grass cutting; yankees; espn prez says we 

will not be political; boneheads; steele dossier; fbi; crown material; brennon ; 
lynch; comey; amazing true facts 

 
5-22 

trump vs dems; american taliban to be released early; dave schwartz talks leg 
session wrap up; new gvl county buildings cost; boneheads; fox news; espn 

no politics; amazing true facts; stupid school news 



 

5-23 

pelosi warns about border; pelosi says trump needs intervention; bob's dreams; 
patrick hadden interview; trump vs dems; acosta; nc lawsuit on us flag; michael 

joyce interview; republicans for and against trump; comey; boneheads 
 

5-24 
remembering the fallen 

 
5-27 

memorial day; steaks; ketchup or mustard; dick winters; parades 
 

5-28 
bart starr dies; bill buckner dies; obama spying and russiagate was to cover it up; 

mark levin; birthday and today in history; yes or bs; 2020 dems; good news; road 
across america; cnn job cuts; bonheads 

 

5-29 
mueller press conference; birthday and today in history; dave schwartz talks what 

sc government did not do; abortion; voting matters; glenn mccall interview; when 
animals attack; boneheads 

 
5-30 

trump-obama-russia; the pope on the wall; bernie; mark levin on mueller; 
birthday and today in history; ufos; fbi and dems; anna wang interview; 

boneheads 
 

5-31 
barr on mueller; spying; objective news reporting; ufos; biden on 

trumps economy came from obama; mexico tariffs; good news; pelosi; common 
core hurt more than helped kids; rename wade hampton?; boneheads 

 

6-3 
what dems want; barr; birthdays and today in history; trump in london; 

illegal immigrant crimes; abortion; yes or bs; stupid school news; al gore; 
boneheads; when animal attack 

 
6-4 

trump's uk visit; larry the cat; biden lies; birthday and today; colleges offering 
several graduation ceremonies to different groups; cnn ratings down again; steele 

dossier; tuesdays with timmons; scott peterson arrested; amazing true facts; red 
flag laws; boneheads;  

 
  



 

6-5 

trump's uk visit; fake news worse than terrorism; dave schwartz talks 
constitutional carry bill; lies in media; mandy gunasekara interview; amazing true 

facts; gvl surplus auction; boneheads; more thaqt 14400 arrested at border in 
may; doj-fbi-hacking 

 
6-6 

75th anniversary of d-day; us mexico tariffs; immigration cost; pelosi; amazing 
true facts; blocking robocalls; boneheads 

 
6-7 

national donut day; mueller report; youtube-google left leaning; border; 
immigration cost; what millennials can't do; boneheads;  

 
6-10 

new sc voting machines; biden; us mexico deal; 2020 dems; definition 

and characteristics of medium leftists; ca to offer healthcare to 
illegals; gun grabbers; nyc chopper crash; yes or bs; fbi-spying-trump-obama-

mueller; socialism; boneheads 
 

6-11 
trump vs biden; alabama bans free speech zones on college campus; ebola from 

congo immigrants dropped off in san antonio; supreme court recent rulings; aoc 
update; boneheads; investigating the investigators; amazing true facts; good 

news; best states to live in 
 

6-12 
biden leads trump in polls; quinnipiac poll; wisconsin bullying bill; climate change; 

dave schwartz talks what sc leg did not do; biden says he will cure cancer is 
elected; government pork spending; us women's soccer teams; amazing true 

facts; clinton server; boneheads 

 
6-13 

mauldin pd sex scandal "sex ring"; biden says no lie or scandal under obama; oil 
tanker attacked?; we build the wall; sarah huckabee sanders leaving as press sec; 

tom tancredo talks the wall; amazing true facts; cnn ratings down again; 
boneheads; dnc debt 

 
6-14 

drew mckissick interview; 2020 dem debate; bobby mcfacts; bill frady talks new 
show; capitol punishment; concealed carry bill; immigration; abortion; boneheads 

 
  



 

6-17 

lisa copeland interview; poll numbers; media and impeachment; good news; 
trump's plans for 2020; lathan watts interview; yes or bs; trump says obama had 

to know about spying; clinton email server; boneheads 
 

6-18 
cassie smedley interview; biden; polls; trump in orlando; immigration; tuesdays 

with timmons; aoc update; socialism amazing true facts; fb hate agents; 
boneheads 

 
6-19 

trump in orlando; bernie; dave schwartz talks gas tax and roads; aoc 
update; boneheads; reparations for slavery; fireside with phil 

 
6-20 

iran; biden; 2020 dems; dem debate; navy seal trial; elections 

 
6-21 

dems on immigration; lindsey; trump called off iran counter strike; parents fight at 
7 yr old baseball game; mueller report; pelosi pushing for impeachment 

 
6-24 

trump and iran; aoc update; bernie student loan forgiveness plan; jim acosta new 
book; truck runs thru motorcycles in nh; 11 deaths in dr so far this year; google 

tracks you?; biden; boneheads; good news 
 

6-25 
dave schwartz and ashley landis in studio to talk columbia politics; new 

press secretary stephanie grisham; robocalls; dem debates; biden; whistle blower 
at google; amazing true facts; immigrant crimes; boneheads; border 

 

6-26 
clint eastwood plans on filming movie in ga; 1st dem debate; mueller; e jean 

carroll accuses trump of harassment; bobby mcfacts; email bag; wwii bodies 
found; electoral college; vote harvesting; good news; boneheads 

 
6-27 

dem debate; drew mckissick interview; shark attacks; census ruling by supreme 
court; aoc update; 2 more parkland deputies fired; gowdy on mueller; boneheads 

 


